2017 Student Award Winners

Catholicism

First Place
The Maroon, Loyola University New Orleans, “Jesuits to elect new superior” by Colleen Dulle, '17

Second Place
The DePaulia, DePaul University, “Man of many hats: Archbishop Cupich’s elevation to cardinal welcomed by DePaul community” by Ben Gartland, '17

Third Place
Troubadour, Saint Francis University, “Blog posts from Knights of COLUMBUS World Youth Day” by Matthew Fraley, '18

Honorable Mention
The Maroon, Loyola University New Orleans, “Jesuits elect leader, discern changes” by Colleen Dulle, '17

Feature Writing

First Place
14 East Magazine, DePaul University, “Jersey #30” by Brendan Pedersen, '18

Second Place
Vox Magazine, University of Missouri-Columbia, “Danny’s world” by Renee Molner 17

Third Place
The Santa Clara, Santa Clara University, “Engineers Design Solar Grid” by Jennifer Sigl, '17

Graphic Art Or Photograph (Single)

First Place
The DePaulia, DePaul University, “Making an impression” by Carolyn Duff, 16'

Second Place
The Lake Front, Our Lady of the Lake University, “The Lake Front - November Cover” by J.C. Wollslager, '19

Third Place
The Maroon, Loyola University New Orleans, “Catfishing for love” by Anna Dobrowolski, '18

Honorable Mention
The Summit, Stonehill College, “The Holy Spirit” by Aisha McAdams '17
News Writing

First Place
*The Maroon*, Loyola University New Orleans, “Heroin haunts a recovering addict” by Emily Branan, '16

Second Place
*The Santa Clara*, Santa Clara University, “Sexual Assault Procedures Probed” by Jennifer Sigl, '17

Third Place
*The DePaulia*, DePaul University, “Behind closed doors: Students forced to live with an accused rapist” by Rachel Hinton, '17

Online Multimedia

First Place
*14 East Magazine*, DePaul University, “14 Speaks Podcasts” by Bea Aldrich, '17 Jack Ladd, '17 Maxwell Newsom, '17 Ivana Rihter, '17

Second Place
*14 East Magazine*, DePaul University, “The Panthers and the Press” by Brendan Pedersen, '18

Third Place
*14 East Magazine*, DePaul University, “First Generation: Student Artists Take a Leap” by Aiden Kent, ‘17

Honorable Mention
*The Maroon*, Loyola University New Orleans, “Slidell residents stranded in homes as flood waters rise” by Mark T. Robinson, '16

Video Journalism

First Place
*The Maroon*, Loyola University New Orleans, “Heroin and other drugs may soon kill more than murder” by Rachael Espaillat, '16

Second Place
*The Maroon*, Loyola University New Orleans, “The increase of parking meter rates impacts industry workers' pockets” by Gabriel Garza, '17